
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Not Columbus was to be envied when those discoveries
__________________.
1.

(make)were being made

His mission ______________________, point by point and line by line, to
his waiting eye.
2.

(disclose)
was being disclosed

You did not know, you villain, that the letter you had written on the subject
______________________, you did not know that you would be convicted by
your own testimony.

3.

(preserve)
was being preserved

They guessed all that _________________ around them and all that
remained unspoken.
4.

(say)
was being said

Reserves ____________________ forward; more bombs
__________________ up.
5.

(rush) (send)
were being rushed

were being sent

Meantime somewhat different scenes _____________________ next door.6.
(enact)

were being enacted

To their surprise, the gamblers are gone; having disappeared while the
account _________________.
7.

(pay)was being paid

The sand was moving beneath him; he ____________________ swiftly,
helplessly, toward what waited in the shadow.
8.

(drag)
was being dragged

One by one, bedroom windows and doors ____________________;
peasants were making their way to the sheds to lead their cattle to the
pastures.

9.

(open)

were being opened

The fibre failed; money ______________________; the leaders were
faced with two propositions.
10.

(exhaust)
was being exhausted

Meanwhile I heard the creaking of the blocks as the sails
_____________________, and the tramp of the sailors as they hurried
around obeying orders.

11.

(hoist)
were being hoisted
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Supper ___________________, and they were just in time to partake of a
typical lumber camp meal.
12.

(serve)
was being served

But now she was not merely exposed to their bold glances; she was in a
position where each man could make excuse to stop and demand a word
what time his change ____________________.

13.

(count)was being counted

Next day the fight was hotter than ever, and we ____________________
back, when I saw him toss up his hands, and fall.
14.

(drive)
were being driven

A big tank for engine water ___________________ by an old man in shirt
and trousers, his naked chest shining a hundred yards away.
15.

(fill)
was being filled

Another crowd upstairs had been entertained to a lantern lecture, and the
day's programme ______________________ with family prayers.
16.

(conclude)was being concluded

A veil of bronze and purple _________________ softly over the foot-hills,
and the waiting wheat stood golden.
17.

(lay)
was being laid

He back-tracked, in a circle, to cross his own trail and see if he
_____________________.
18.

(follow)was being followed

The youth wanted to know where he __________________, but no
sooner did he open his mouth than one of the soldiers clapped a dirty hand
over it and commanded him to be silent.

19.

(take)

was being taken

While this petition _______________________, favorable articles
appeared from time to time in the public prints.
20.

(circulate)
was being circulated
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